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VOL. XXV, No. 3 REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLO. October 14, 1942 
STAY . IN 'SCHOOL AS LONG AS YOU CAN 
----------------------~------------------------+-----------------------+ 
Seeman Fills Vacancy 
In Student Council 
In order to fill the vacancy in the student council caused 
by the .failure of Gene Aiello to return to school this year, 
the semor class elected Leonard Seeman as representative on 
Tuesday, Oct. 6 Aiello, who would have been a senior this 
year, was from Trinidad. He was elected one of the directors 
on the board at the student elections last May. 
Seeman, a senior from Milwau-+----------------
kee, majoring in chemistry, was 
on the college football team for 
three years, and was one of the 
best tackles in the region. 
In addition to filling the va-
cancy in the student council, the 
members of the senior class also 
elected class officers. 
BASTmN, SENIOR PREXY 
Bill Bastien, an economics major 
from Denver, was elected presi-
dent. He is a member of the Delta 
Sigma, Regis fraternity for com-
merce students. He is a graduate 
of Regis high school. 
ASHEN, VICE-PRESIDENT 
The office of vice-president was 
won by George Ashen, economics 
major who comes from St. Jos-
eph's high school, Denver. Ashen, 
who was honored in the "Senior 
Sketch" last issue, is intramural 
director, and is also a letterman 
in baseball. He has been active 
in speech activities at the college. 
He is in the enlisted reserve 
corps of the United States army. 
DUNN, SECRETARY 
The office of secretary-treasurer 
was given to ;paul Dunn, eco-
nomics major and also a gradu-
ate of Regis High. He is treas-
urer of the Delta Sigma fratern-
ity. He completed the advanced 
C. P. T. course in flying last year, 
and is enlisted in the V-5, navy 
air reserve corps. 
Holy Hour Held in 
College Stadium 
Regis College stadium was the 
scene of the Holy Hour devotions 
_held under the auspices of the 
Archdiocesan Union of the Holy 
Name Society on October 4. Tak-
ing the place of the annual Holy 
Name rally at St. Thomas Sem-
inary, the celebration this year 
drew a capacity crowd of 7,000. 
His Excellency the Most Rev. 
Urban J. Vehr, D.D., Archbishop 
of Denver, was celebrant. The 
Rev. E. M. Woeber was - master 
of ceremonies; the Very Rev. C. 
H. Hagus, deacon; thhe Very Rev. 
J. P. O'Heron, subdeacon; the Rev. 
E. Kolka, crossbearer; the Rev. 
F. J. Kappes and the Rev.· E. _J. 
Frackowski, acolytes; the . Rev. 
Robert McMahon, thurifer; the 
Rev. R. J. Figlino, crosier bearer; 
and the Rev. David Maloney, mitre 
bearer. · · 
After the procession of the 
Football Novena 
Gets Under Way 
The first exercises of the foot-
ball novena took place Friday. 
Oct. 2. On this morning the 
largest number of communions 
ever to be distributed at a Friday 
morning Mass was receiver! by the 
students. The novena of last week 
was equally successful, said the 
Rev. Hugo J. Gerleman, S. J., 
sodality moderator. The success 
of these novenas falls totally upon 
the efforts of the Sodality, and 
they are to be highly congratulat-
ed for their work, Father Gerle-
-man said. 
The novena has been a great 
success, and the fact that all the 
football players returned from the 
game with Utah uninjured, indi· 
cates that the prayers are not un-
answered, Father Gerleman con-
tinued. 
The Sodality ha~ also promoted 
the devotions to the shrine; which 
thus far have been very well at-
tended. 
~ ............... 
Blessed 'Sacrament, which proces-
sion was composed of the cele-
brant, ofgcers, priests of the dio-
cese, seminarians, and the Fourth 
Degree Knights of Columbus, the 
flag of .the United States was 
raised and the pledge of allegiance 
was recited by all present. 
Following the singing of the 
national an t h e m , the Blessed 
Sacrament was ex p o s e d. The 
Rosary, prayers for peace, victory, 
and the safety of the men in the 
armed forces were recited. 
The Most Rev. Urban J. Vehr 
and the Rev. John M. Nugent, 
O.P., national director of the Holy 
Name Society, gave meditations. 
Benediction of the Blessed Sac-
rament, recitation of the Holy 
Name pledge, and solemn reces-
sional of the Blessed Sacrament 
closed the services. 
PROVINCIAL VISITS 
The Very Rev. Peter A. Brooks, 
S. J., provincial of the Misso_uri 
Erovince of the Society .of Jesus, 
arrived at Regis College last Sun-
day for his annual visitation. 
Father Brooks was accompanied 
by the Rev. William J. Fitzgerald, 
S. J., socius to the provincial. 
Father Fitzgerald is a former 
Regis student and faculty member. 
McGregor Elected 
Junior President 
J. Donald "Scotty" McGregor 
was elected president after a live-
ly race with Phillip Callen in the 
Junior Class elections Thursday, 
Oct. 8. Callen was elected vice-
president. John A. Yelenick was 
chosen secretary-treasurer of the 
class. 
Paul Brockwell, Joseph ~n­
zales, and William Newland were 
elected as student council repre-
sentatives, and James Dolan was 
appointed first alternate. 
PROM TO BE HELD EARLY 
After taking office, President 
McGregor stated that the juniors 
will strive to make this year's 
Junior Prom one of the most out-
standing events in Regis history. 
The war and the consequent trans-
portation difficulties have forced 
colleges and universities, Regis in-
cluded, to abandon many of their 
.soci81 activities, and ther~fore the 
few events that are allowed should 
be of outstanding quality, Mc-
Gregor continued. The juniors feel 
that the Prom, which is recognized 
as the pinnacle of the social events 
of the year, should be something 
that every student at Regis this 
year can fondly look back at, he 
added. 
McGregor added that this year's 
prom would probably be held be-
fore the Christmas holidays, be-
cause many of the students will 
either graduate at the semester 
or will join the armed forces im-
mediately after the close qf this 
present semester. 
Board Stresses Need for 
All Possible Education 
"Stay in school as long as you can. Unless you hear 
otherwise-as you may later_._this is ·what the government 
desires of you. You are doing your part in preparing your-
selves to be of greater value to your country." This was the 
advice which Lt. H. Clifford· Burnhill of the United States 
Navy gave to the students of Regis College assembled last 
---------------+Wednesday morning, Oct. 8, in the 
Hencmann Appointed 
B & G Business Head 
Ed Hencmann, senior member of 
the executive board of the student 
council and Delta Sigma, commer-
cial fraternity, has been appointed 
business manager of Uie Brown 
and Gold according to an an-
nouncement made today by Mr. 
Walter J. Ong, S. J., moderator. 
ADVERTISING NECESSARY 
Little Theater to hear the service 
representatives of the procure 
ment board. 
BOARDS TOUR COLLEGES 
The purpose of this board, saiq 
the Very Rev. John J. Flanagan 
S.J., president of P..egis College 
is to explain the opportunities af 
forded to college student.<; who are 
d~mrous of entering the armed 
services on a deferred satus. The 
bva.rd is one of forty-five such 
groups which are touring the 
country and interviewing college 
men. 
Capt. T. E. .Peterson of the 
The advertisements which ap- army ground service, chairman o! 
pear in the Brown and Gold are the board; Lt. B. K. Sweeney, Jr., 
very necessary to its circulation of the navy air corps; Lt. E. W. 
and the appointment places quite Udick, army air force; and Lt. 
a bit of responsibility on the bus!- Robert Jones, U. S. marine corp'3, 
ness manager, Mr. Ong said. (Continued on Page 2) 
Hencmann stated that though 
his spare time is pretty well taken ~- • ...... ..,. .............. ""' 
up by other extra-curricular ac- M • M d IRC 
tivities, he promises to keep up ornss a e ; 
the business end of the paper to 
the best of his ability. General Secretary 
Hencmann replaces John Zaron, 
who was forced to resign because 
after-school work required t h e 
greater part of his time formerly 
devoted to the Brown and Gold. 
Francis Morriss, a senior at 
Regis College, I"eplaced James W. 
Harris as the general secretary 
at the conference of 'the Rocky 
~,.. ......... A ..... ...,... . .,~.,._.., ... A .... .,....,.. •• ,...., .................. "' •., ................ ,..  ,..._... ................... "'""'-"'-"".._"'..,"'""""""'"A"'"'"""""'•""""'"""'""'" ................ ..,."'""' .. """ ..... .,.... • Mountain International Relations 
Three More Regis S~udents 
Prepare for Priesthood 
club, which was held at Denver 
university last Friday and Satur-
day, according to the ·Rev. Edward 
Wintergalen, S. J, Regis IRC 
moderator: It was his task to 
keep the accounts of the meeting. 
Three more former Regis students haYe entered the ranks Harris, a sophomore last year, was 
of those preparing for the priesthood. Two of them, Jerry \V accepted by the Santa Barbara 
Mahoney and Robert Freudenstein, were accepted by St province of the Order of Friars 
'l'homas seminary in Denver, and took up their studies on Minor during the summer. 
'l'hursday, Sept. 10. The third, Charles Albright, entered the ..,.. ~ .... -.. ..... .-
Paulist Father's novitiate. 
Freudenstein would have- been+----------------· 
in his third year at Regis this Last year Albright took studies Brown and Gold to 
year. He was a member of the preparatory to the priesthood Service Men's Homes 
Delta Sigma commerce fraternity, here at Regis College. He was a :~:~===~::::: 
and a member of the Regis pep prominent booster of all Regis ac- Beginning with this issue, 
organization, the Dauber club. He tivities. He spent his spare time the Brown and Gold Will be 
is 19 and was born in Butte, working in a local drug store as sent to the homes of every 
Mont. a fountain operator and also as Regis man who is in the 
Jerry W. Mahoney received a a chauffeur for Mrs. L. Vail. He armed forces. The paper has ~ 
B.S. in English from Regis last spent this summer as a counselor formerly been sent to these ~ 
year. He was prominent as a at Camp Santa Maria. men at their individual sta- :; 
golfer. Mahoney was at Regis for Charles Albright is a convert to tions, but because of their ~ 
only one year. Before coming to the faith. At one time he was frequent changes of address ~ 
Regis, he was at Loyola univers- a Presbyterian. Friends say that beemany of thede pa
1
pers have _=-~.~ 
ity of the South in New Orleans, he would often tell of how he went n return s nee · it is 
La., which is also a Jesuit school. to a mission given by two Paulist virtually impossible to keep ' 
Charles W. Albright, a junior Fathers and was so impressed abreast of each man's where-
~~;! Y~;r· s:7~re~a~~~ ~~~~~; ~~~~i::d t~o~~~:!~i~~tions and was ~ :::u::~n~n:::nuu:!: nc:: ~: ~ 
known as the Paulists, whose Before taking up his studies as l ward the paper with a better 
Motherhouse is at 415 West 59th a novice, Albright enjoyed a short ~ chance of dellvery. 
Street, New York City, New York. visit with his parents in Utah. ~ .............................................. ,, ............... ; 
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Regis Joins National Scrap Campaign 
W- B · .1 ed• Administration Building Scoured 
+-------------------------+ 
ar nngs ncreas V bl S M . 1 Library Circulation F,?~«'"'~~~,th ~. ~ap atena 5 · 
Upon interviewing several of the paign for scrap metal ... which necessary to call them to activ,~ 
student body of Regis College and is being sponsored by the War duty immediately. 
the Rev. E. T. Sandoval, S. J., Productions Board, the attic of REGIS STUDENTS OK 
Regis librarian, your Brown and the Regis administration building 
Gold reporter has learned that the was given a thorough going 
students of Regis College are through last week. The clean-up 
definitely reading more books and job was under the supervision of 
more serious books this year. the Rev. Henry P. Hecken, S. J., 
According to Fr. Sandoval very superintendent of grounds and 
few fiction books have been taken buildings. 
out so far this year. Periodicals, CAMPUS SCRAP MINE 
In the course of the talks, Lt. 
Sweeney, the most recently ap-
pointed member of the board and-
a former Regis College student, 
praised the fine record that has 
been established by the Regis stu-
dents who are now taking their 
training at Corpus Christi, Texas. 
INTERVIEWS 
of which Regis' library has a 
The average college campus is After the assembly was dis-
large selection, have increased 
a potential mine of scrap value missed, each officer held inter-
in circulation almost 100%. Fr. views with interested students in 
and can play an important part various r o o m s in Carroll hall. Sandoval also said that he was 
getting such a great call for 
scientific books, both from stu-
dents and faculty members, that 
he has had a hard time supplying 
the demand. Not only upper-class 
men but also a great percentage 
of freshmen have been asking for 
these books. 
TOTAL PER STUDENT UP 
Fr. Sandoval stated that an 
average of over ten books per 
student was taken out last year, 
and that at the present rate this 
quota would be· greatly exceeded 
this year. 
in the current campaign to salvage 
waste metals for war, War Pro-
duction Board officials point out. 
Acting through their representa-
tive bodies, students might well 
organize salvage committees, it 
was suggested, to work with col-
lege authorities in conducting 
campus drives. 
SALVAGE DEPOTS 
Capt. Peterson, who held his in-
terviews in the Sodality lounge, 
told the group assembled there 
that after the first of the year no 
college men e x c e p t freshmen 
would be able to .enlist in the 
army enlisted reserve corps. He 
strongly advised all who had not 
as yet joined one of the reserve 
programs to do so immediately. 
CAPT. PETERSON ON ARMY 
Capt. Peterson also made it very 
definite that the length of time 
which a student would be permit-
ted to stay in college could be 
determined only by the serious-
ness of the national emergency. 
He also remarked that once hav-
ing enlisted, a student was not 
s··········•••a••············································ 
! • 1Sen1or 
i1Sicetch •• 
!I By JAMES HOARE 
::. ......................................................... ,;, 
Battlin' Bill Bastien is our guest 
of honor this week. He came to 
Regis College after he had com-
pleted four successful years in 
Regis . High School. 
Bill is majoring in economics. 
Since his major is one leading 
to a degree in commerce, he 
was voted into the Delta Sigma, 
the commerce fraternity of the 
campus. 
Because of ·his uncanny skill 
with a ping-pong paddle Bill has 
been a leading contender for the 
championship title in past ping-
pong tournaments. He has also 
been ltctive in intramural football, 
basketball, and softball. 
By means of a cheerful and 
pleasing disposition Willy has 
won many a friend. Even 
though he might not be a shin-
ing example of the model stu-
dent, still he is one of those 
regular fellows whose friendship 
makes this world worth living 
in. 
The Draft Board has placed Bill 
in a IIA classification. However, 
possessing an adventurous spirit, 
he has decided to enlist in the 
navy air corps. The students have expressed 
their approval Qj the excellent 
facilities afforded by the history 
department of the library. Regis 
College has one of the best history 
collections in any Jesuit college 
in the West. 
As for d i r e c t participation, 
students might act as "salvage 
sleuths,'' to search out and report 
to their committee the location of 
scrap caches. It might be found 
desirable to set up an official 
salvage depot to which the ma-
terial could be carried. Red, white 
and blue signs reading "Official 
'Salvage Depots" can be :mpplied 
by town salvage committees. 
guaranteed that he would enter which stresses athletics ·to a great 
the branch of his choice, but that extent. 
Another fine feature of the 
library is the circulation of an-
nouncements published w e e k 1 y 
s h o win g government- activities 
throughout the world. 
Football Squad Enjoys 
Scenic Trip to Logan 
The trip to Logan, Utah, for the 
opening game of the football sea-
son was not one that . the boys 
on the team are likely to forget. 
according to Coach MacKenzie. It 
was marked with rugged, tower-
ing peaks; magnificent waterfalls 
beautiful, age-old p a s s e s , and 
many other awe-inspiring sights. 
According to team members 
every stage of the trip had its 
own enjoyable events. Thursday 
night was spent in a hotel in 
Parco, Wyoming. After Mass and 
Holy Communion the following 
day, the team left Wyoming and 
reached Logan late in the evening. 
While the team was in Logan they 
stayed at Eccle's hohtel. An early 
retirement Friday night readied 
the boys for their Saturday game. 
TEAM MAKES ROUNDS 
The team agreed that Saturday 
night was one to long remember. 
Few places in town went un-
visited by the Rangers. After an 
early morning start, the team 
reached Grand Junction, Colorado, 
Sunday night. The trip was con-
cluded Monday evening when the 
team arrived at Regis once more. 
Last Saturday's journey to Colo-
rado Springs was not as long, yet 
was nonetheless enjoyed, team 
members say. 
SCRAP EVERYWHERE 
All sorts of scrap may be found 
in science laboratories, gymnas-
iums, kitchens, storerooms, boiler 
rooms, clubs and fraternities and 
other buildings. There is a wealth 
of material ava~lable from old 
Bunsen burners to discarded iron 
beds; from rubber mats to steam 
pipes; from old fences and railings 
to broken down pianos; from torn 
shower curtains to old rags; from 
hemp rope to replaced boilers. 
JUNK JALO):'Y 
Any student who has a jalopy 
which has outlived its usefulness, 
may do his country a real s·ervice 
by taking it to an automobile 
graveyard. Articles such as keys, 
badges, and miscellaneous items 
are good scrap and can be found 
in the very rooms in which stu-
dents live. 
SAVE FATS AND GREASES 
The students' salvage committee 
might also make certain that all 
school and fraternity kitchens are 
cooperating with the salvage drive 
by saving fats and greases reg-
ularly. 
PROCUREMENT 
BOARD-
< continued from Page 1) 
together with Lt. Burnhill, com-
prised the board. 
Following the introduction by 
Father Flanagan, each represen-
tative of each particular serv-
ice addressed the students and in 
a general way pointed out the 
qualities of that service. Stress 
was laid, however, by each of-
ficer on the fact that college men 
should stay in school aa long as 
the government did not deem it 
he would be sent to whatever The board left the campus at 
unit he was best fitted for in the noon after interviewing over 200 
opinion of his officers. A member students. It was reported that ap-
of the reserves, however, can state proximatefy the same number of 
his preference for any_ branch of men were interviewed by each 
the service. board member. 
LT. JONES ACCLAIMED 
Lt. Jones of the marine corps 
was highly acclaimed ·by the men 
interested in the marines when he 
said that the marines were look-
ing for fighters. 
Lt. Udick stated that the com-
munications division of the army 
air force was now closed to en-
listments, but that a student may 
enlist in the ERC ground forces 
and then transfer to air corps 
communications as soon as that 
division again reopens. 
Lt. Burnhill explained the pro-
cedure followed by · V-1 and V-7 
students. The V-7 men are given 
a 30-day indoctrination course in 
which they are introduced to navy 
customs. After this course, they 
are sent to one of the navy cadet 
training schools. 
Lt. Sweeney told navy pilot as-
pirants that a· new system of 
training pilots has been inaugur-
ated recently by the navy. Flight 
cadets are now sent to a school 
f o r pre-flight ground training 
PATRONIZE· 
~­CAMPUS 
SHOP 
"SNAPSHOTS" 
the fall and winter sport 
of millions. 
8 Photograph your fav-
orite football players in 
natural color. 
Your Kodak film can be 
developed only once-
For quality developing, 
printing and enlarging 
leave your f II m . with 
Haanstad's. 
Yom· filrn _is hanclled only by 
expel'ienced technicians. 
HAANSTAD~ CAMERA 
& GIFT SHOP 
404-408 - 16th St. 
DENVER, COLO. 
Martin Lascor New 
Delta Sig Prexy 
Martin Lascor, senior commerce 
major, was elected president of 
the Delta· Sigma commerce fra-
ternity, in a meeting of the or-
ganization on October 6. Frank 
Newton, junior, was elected vice-
president; Paul Dunn, senior, 
treasurer; and Ed DeStefano, 
senior, secretary. 
William Bastien, senior, was 
elected to serve on the executive 
committee of the club along with 
Lascor, Newton, Dunn, and De-
Stefano. Louis Boggio, senior, 
was elected entertainment chair-
man, and Pat Coursey and Jack 
Kraus, both sophomores, we r e 
made members of the publicity 
committee. 
The DENVER'S exclusive 
VAN FIELD HALL 
100% WOOL SUITS 
$25 
You fellows have cer-
tainly put your stamp of 
approval on these suits. 
And no wonder - they 
are the neatest thing on 
any campus. Colorful 
tweeds a n d Shetlands 
selected for Van Field 
Hall suits because they 
WEAR and hold their 
shape. Cut right for 
comfort and appear-
_ ance. Varsity Shop, Balcony 
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I Rangers Shoulder Arms I Edu~ator Lists.War Radio Precautions A C P' 1 Jay Richter Report• from Washington 
By FATHER CONWAY 
B~ggest news of the fortnight was the visit of "Jeep" Pelletier, 
now heutenant in the horse cavalry, and stationed at Fort Riley, 
Kan. We've seen some nifty regalia on the returning service men, 
but none to compare with the "Jeep's" turnout. All credit to him 
for winning his spurs the hard way-up from the ranks. 
iC iC iC 
Joe Kirch, the brilllant ex-editor of the BROWN AND 
GOLD, writes from Treasure Island that he is working hard 
in the Navy's Radio Materiel school out there. Don Schie-
man lives in the same barracks while he waits for embarka-
tion on a hospital ship. Don is in the Navy medical corps. 
Joe Kirch Joe Marranzino 
iC iC iC 
Speaking of the Navy," ·the second football star to join Gene 
Tunney's corps of physical instructors was Joe Marranzino. "This 
time of year," writes Joe, "brings back unforgetable memories of 
my four years at Regis and my four years of football for Regis. . . . 
I imagine that ·Regis is prepared to blast her foes with all she has 
from the land and from the air. How I would like to be back 
there manning one of the guns once more. I sincerely hope she 
will have her most successful season and will ride to greater glory." 
Turning from football to religion, Joe continues, "The question of 
religion has come up innumerable times since I've been here, and 
I'm proud. to say that because of my education at Regis I have 
been able to defend our religion against the attacks of others." 
Joe is a platoon commander at Camp Allen, Norfolk, Va. 
iC iC iC 
Bill Fitzsimons has been marldng time in the a.fr corps 
for a long time, but has finally been transferred from New 
Orleans to San Antonio. 
iC iC iC 
Bob McDonald writes from Bremerton, Wash., that the Navy 
is sending him to a coast university for three months of s<;:ientific 
training, after which he will have a six months radio course in San 
Francisco. The recurring references to religion in these letters from 
Regis men is their most interesting feature. Bob, for example, notes 
the fact that the Navy "stresses religion." 
iC iC iC 
Bob Hughes' address is now A / C Robert L. Hughes, 
San Antonion Av/ C center, Preflight School, Group 13, San 
Antonio, Texas. Bob had preliminary training in the Regis 
civilian pilot training program two years ago. 
iC iC iC 
One of the most ardent boosters of the Regis football program 
was Simeon S. Payne. , When season books \yere printed, he sold 
them. He is now a corporal in the First Medical General Labora-
tory at Camp Rucker, Alabama. 
iC iC iC 
Speaking 9f season books, Congressman W. S. Hill of 
the second Colorado district bought a book, and then sent 
it back to be turned over to the u.s.o. And Joseph J. 
Dooling, one of our most faithful friends, bought seven to 
be turned over to the U.S.O. 
iC iC iC 
Lt. Allyn H . Tedmon, Jr., is living at 136 N. Logan here in 
Denver. 
iC iC iC 
Correction on Frank Kuester's address. It is 626 Land-
fair Ave., W. Los Angeles, Calif. 
iC iC iC 
Pete Colleton will have some tall stories to tell of lrobnobbing 
with royalty over in England. I have heard just rumors of his 
adventures. 
Langdon Connors 
Lieut. John Langdon now has one of those non-committal ad-
dresses. It is A.P.O. 958, Postmaster, San Francisco. 
(By Associated Collegiate P1·ess) 
Keep your shirt on! That's the taken? Then what courses shall 
suggestion of Dr. A. L. Chapman, WASHINGTON-(ACP)-Latest 'be basis for deferment? How far 
director of the University of Washington figures show that col- along in his studies should a stu-
Texas' bureau of research in edu- lege enrollment has fallen off at dent be before he is considered 
cation by radio. least 10 per cent; the final figure 
No. 7 in Dr. Chapman's list of may prove to be much higher. 
seven precautions to be followed Nobody knows yet exactly how 
when listening to war reports by drastic the drop. 
radio is: War needs for technical and 
for deferment, if at all?. And what 
about the 18 and 19-year-olds if 
the age limit is lowered? 
Some of these questions have 
been partially answered, but on 
the whole the answers have been "Don't perform any sudden act professional men have probably 
as a result of what you hear on kept enrollment in such courses t inadequate and confusing. A clear-
a radio newscast. After listening, a a relatively high level. How-
don't rush out looking for all the ever, the liberal arts curricula cut system is needed. 
have taken a kick in the face STUDENTS LOANS Japanese you can find to murder. 
You might not have heard all that which, as an official in the Office The question of getting more 
was said. Keep your shirt on!" of Education here put it, is "some- funds to finance capable students 
In a bulletin on "Listening to what disturbing." was answered in small measure 
Radio in War Time," which is NONESSENTIALS OUT last spring when Congress appro-
circulated by the radio branch of What's the answer? Appar- priated $5,000,000 for student 
the war department's bureau of ently there isn't any while the war loans. The money is being loaned 
public relations, Dr. Chapman of- lasts. And it's a moot question to students majoring in physics, 
fers the following suggestions: whether an answer should be chemistry, engineering, medicine 
1. Listen to every word ... sought before the war's end. (including veterinary), dentistry 
Whereas it is possible to re-read Manpower Commissioner McNutt and pharmacy. 
printed matter, the radio news has said that "nonessential courses But sources here point out that 
program is heard but once ... we have come to regard as es- the fund is not nearly large 
When reading, persons skip over sential to a classical education enough. Four millions have al-
words, this is even more likely must ·be replaced. This war de- ready ·been allocated to 240 col-
when listening to war news in a inands chemists, engineers, doc- leges, and the balance of ·$1,000,-
room where there are other dis- tors, experts in nutrition, public 000 will be parceled out soon. On 
tractions . . . The words "not" health and agriculture." the average, the schools got only 
or "possibly" may alter the mean- Then there were Secretary of half the money requested. And 
ing of an entire . sentence or of a War Stimson's two contradictory requests were presumably based 
whole newscast. statements of recent date which, on direct need. 
2. Don't be c om e hysterical. once unraveled, seemed to echo 
Wh t b d t th GET LOAN OR QUIT a may seem a news a e McNutt. 
moment, when viewed from a 
distance may not be quite so bad DRAFT STATUS 
as it sounded on first hearing. Since there's nothing to be done 
3. Check the radio news with about war-! n spired currjculum 
newspaper accounts of the same changes, the attention of educa-
news item ... Intonations, pauses, tors here is now focused on two 
changes in tempo and other speech problems: getting a specific policy 
techniques used by newscasters on the rSelective Service status of 
sometimes affect the meaning of 
news stories to such an extent 
that a reading of the newspaper 
accounts gives a different inter-
pretation to the news item. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
college men, and clearing the way 
for much more government-finan" 
ced college training. 
The former presents s o me 
knotty problems. Shall deferment 
depend entirely upon the courses 
~ ................. .,..,.,.~.....,. ... ~~- ... .. ................... ,. ........................... ~ ... '""'""' 
John Connors is doing magnificent work on the Lowry 
field newspaper, the Rev-meter. Periodically, people ask 
why Regis doesn't start a school of journalism. John is one 
of our answers. A straight arts course with practical work 
on the B and G is the very best preparation for a scrivener's 
career. 
~ iC iC 
John . D. Shea is in the medical corps down in Camp 
Barkley, Texas. 
iC iC iC 
Ralph Verdieck deserves a place here. He is a research chemist 
with a chlorine gas · company at St. Alban's, W. Va. 
iC ~ iC 
Rumor has it that George Di Tirro, who is still in the 
air corps in Texas, has married a girl from Loretto Heights. 
Corporal R. L. Wack is in the 120th Observation Squadron at 
Biggs Field, Texas. That was Di Tirro's address the last I heard. 
iC iC iC 
Archie Douglas, the greatest back Regis has produced, 
has been sworn in as a chief petty officer in Gene Tunney's 
physical training corps. · Joe Connelly, another Regis great, 
has joined the same service. They will report at the Nor-
folk naval station on Oct. 17. 
~ ~ iC 
John J. Cronin, former Regis pitcher, made headlines in the 
rost when he graduated as a navigator from the army air force 
navigation school at Hondo, Texas, the world's largest navigation 
school. Lieut. Cronin is now ready to plot the course of our biggest 
bombers. 
~ ~ iC 
Jack Walton is now stationed at Camp Barkley, Texas. 
Ed Colloton is not in the army, where I placed him recently. 
He is in the Coast Guard Training Station, Clear Lake Unit, Dowl-
ing, Mich. 
iC iC iC 
Mike Kuretich is in the 42lst Technical School Squad-
ron at Sheppard Field, Texas. 
- iC iC iC And so ends another chronical of the fighting Rangers. The 
best wishes and daily prayers of faculty and student body continue 
to accompany them wherever they may range. 
In order to get a loan from 
this ftmd a student must be study-
ing under the wartime speedup 
plan, a situation that makes it 
virtually imposswle for him to 
take a jo'b on the side, or to 
work during the summer. If he 
can't get a loan and must have 
help to get through school, there 
is only one answer- get out! 
Which may mean that a man al-
ready partially trained for highly 
specialized work goes into military 
service to do a job that might be 
done by any one of thousands of 
untrained recruits. 
Severe, wartime logic leaves no 
room for argument on the ques-
tion of whether there should be 
more funds for this purpose. The 
question of who shall have an edu-
(Continued on Page 8) 
,.,..,..,.,. ~ ,.. ... ...,_ - '"' ... ..... ... . , '"' 
Office of Education 
Releases Loan Plan 
Twenty thousand students at-
tending 240 colleges and universi-
ties throughout the country are 
receiving assistance from the $5,-
000,000 loan fund set up by Con-
gress to speed up the education of 
technicians for employment in the 
war effort, the U. S. Office of 
Education disclosed last week. 
LOAN RESTRICTED 
About $4,000,000 has already 
been allotted to institutions which 
offer an accelerated program-
that is, an academic schedule pro-
viding over a 12-month period 
one-third more work than in a 
normal school year - in these 
fields: engineering, c he m i s t r y, 
physics, .medicine (including vet-
erinary), dentistry and pharmacy. 
The other $1,000,000 is being dis-
tributed to schools which inaug-
urate such a program this fall. 
To be eligible for a loan a stu-
(Continued on. Page 8) 
For 
the Best m 
Everyday Necessities 
DOYLE'S PHARMACY For Your Favorite Fountain Drinks 
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EDITORIALS 
Unified 
Action 
'I' he successful 
operation of c o 1 -
leges and universi-
ties demands im-
plicit cooperation if 
the most good is to 
be derived from the 
activities fostered 
by the various or-
ganizations and de-
partments on the campus. Many small 
colleges have been built into great uni-
versities by means of unified action. When 
the apparent necessity for cooperative ac-
tion arises, no influences, whether personal 
or due to lack of interest, should be al-
lowed to interfere with the well being 
of the entire college. 
Apparently a definite need for such 
cooperative action has appeared on our 
campUS;- After well over a month of 
school, we still have no intramural 
sports in progress. Father Mahoney, 
athletic director, and George Ashen, 
intramural manager, have both tried 
very diligently ·to get the in tram urals 
going. Posters and bulletins have in-
vited students to turn in team rosters 
to Ashen. One touch football roster ' 
was the result. A trul'y fine exhibi-
tion of the spirit of cooperation that 
Is so vitally needed. 
Manager Ashen has given much time 
and effort for the furtherment of intra-
murals at Regis. Arangements for games 
with intramural squads of other univers-
ities and colleges in the region have been 
made. Perhaps these arrangements should 
be called off. Tell these other schools that 
Regis students just haven't,got the spirit 
necessary for such an undertaking as suc-
cessful intramurals. 
If you don't care to be called spirit-
less, then prove it by getting together 
a team for one of the intramural ac-
tivities and entering that team with 
Ashen. Win or lose, you'll have a lot 
of fun a.nd will be helping yourself 
and your college at the same time. 
Or perhaps you would rather go back 
to the old routine of compulsory, closely 
supervised calisthenics. 
Student 
Dilemma 
Since t h e pro-
curement board's 
visit to Regis last 
week the majority 
of the student body 
seem to have some 
idea of what really 
is going to happen 
to them. It put an 
end to a great deal 
of indefiniteness and indecision on the part 
of the students. To the surprise of prac-
tically all concerned, we finally found out 
something concrete and received specific 
answers to our questions. Every member 
of the board seemed anxious to help each 
student with his individual problems in-
stead of trying to high-pressure enlist-
ments from everyone. 
This is considerably more than we 
can say for the actions of our con-
gress. Is the draft · age going to be 
lowered and if so, when? What is · 
the reason for the long delay on some 
definite action? We wonder if the 
congressmen are merely stalling time 
until they are assured of re-election or 
if they are waiting until future exig-
encies absolutely demand the drafting 
of 18- and 19-year-old boys. Every so 
often a discussion arises in the· senate 
or house of representatives, yet no 
one has made any decisive motion pro 
or con to date. 
Such a condition naturally results 
in the student's being perplexed about 
his two alternatives, whether to en-
list in some- reserve corps with the 
possibility of being called before be-
ing able to complete his college course, 
or whether he could remain in school 
longer if he wafted until his draft 
number was called. 
If we knew definitely that the draft 
age was to be lowered in the very ncar 
future, all of us would endeavor to enter 
one of the reserve corps 'before every 
quota ls filled. Our personal opinion is 
that the student is not entirely if at all 
to be blamed for not knowing what he 
is to do next. 
By LOOMIS AYRES 
ASSIGNMENT IN BERLIN 
Harry W. Flannery 
The book markets are now being flood-
ed with war -books by foreign corres-
pondents who are now out of jobs. Such 
eharming things which deal with the per-
sonal ambitions of Hitler, secrets of the 
Italian police, and what was seen. when the 
geisha girl took off. Mr. Flannery is a 
welcome change from these sadists. He 
believes in the maxim that a good cor-
respondent reports only what he sees and 
what has actually happened. "Assignment 
to Berlin" is unique in that it sticks mostly 
to actual detail, while philosophical and 
speculative reminiscences are for the most 
part lacking. As such, it is a straight-
forward account of his personal experi-
ences in Germany, and often presents an 
excellent idea of the attitudes of the Ger-
man people themselves. 
GERMAN EFFICIENCY 
This book might be called a sup-
plement to William Shirer's "Berlin 
Diary." When Mr. Shirer left Berlin 
his place as representative of the Co-
lumbia Broadcasting System was filled 
by Mr. Flannery. So where "Berlhi 
Diary" leaves off, "Assignment to Ber-
lin" begins. The two parts of the book 
which differ most widely from the 
present deluge of works on Germa.ny 
are, first, Mr. ~tannery's experience 
with German efficiency and, secondly, 
a short chapter on Switzerland. Irl 
spite of the international reputation 
the Germans have acquired for effi-
ciency, l\lr. Flannery's experience with 
them, inclines one to believe that they 
have over-efficiencized efficiency itself. 
In fact, they have it to a point where 
it is more confusing than efficient. 
The number of censors who vamp and 
'revamp everything submitted to them 
is so great that it is amazing that 
anything ever reaches the air on time. 
SWITZERLAND'S POSITION 
As for the chapter on Switzerland, our 
chief regret is that Mr. Flannery was not 
able to be there longer so as to give a 
more full account. Nevertheless, he does 
manage to treat slightly one of the most 
neglected aspects of this war, the position 
of Switzerland in occupied Europe. That -
Switzerland has at least in spirit remained 
free is quite evident. However, the Swiss 
factories have been compelled to work 
on German goods and in many other ways 
the Germans have 'imposed their will on 
the Swiss. Still, the Swiss newspapers do 
speak freely of the Reich, and Mr. Flan-
nery maintains if Switzerland is invaded 
the Swiss will fight. 
As we have stated above, the pres~ 
E~nt crop of war books is over ex· 
hausting, and the majority of them 
would be better off if never written. 
(( (( Movies and Mosie » » 
By LOOMIS AYRES 
HIS week we are somewhat incon-Tvenienced by the fact- that afte~ spend-ing ten minutes of exhaustmg re-
search we suddenly find that we have 
mislaid all our notes, and that as far as 
relevant matter for this column, we simply 
haven't any. However, getting our brain 
set in motion; something impossible to do 
in a college, we shall try to recollect what 
our ten most ·exacting minutes brought 
to view. 
PANAMA HATTIE 
As we recall the motion picture 
horizon was somewhat clouded, and as 
for what did break through, most of 
it would be better off forgotten. But 
as our editor would not appreciate 
that (and in addition he weighs a: 
great deal more than we do) we shall 
have to do our best. The first thing 
which would be better off forgotten 
is ' a little number called "Panama 
Hattie." This was taken from a Broad-
way musical of several seasons, which 
considering the score, C o I e Porter 
must have dashed off while suffering . 
an acute attack of indigestion. Ethel / 
Merman _was in the original, and she 
managed to drag it through several 
months of labored existence. 
The picture effort primarily makes us 
wish that instead of merely laboring it 
had just passed on. In 'this resurrection 
it emerges with Ann Sothern "Maisieing" 
along through the wilds of the Canal Zorie 
with Red Skelton bringing up the rear. 
The rear in this case acting as if it just 
suffered from a good flank attack. Not 
all of the picture is completely rotten. 
Virginia O'Brien, the girl with the face 
even a mother couldn't love, is singing 
out in her best way, and the Berry 
Brothers are not only tearing themselves 
to pieces but also the audience. But to 
STUDENT 
~OUNSELINGS 
By FATHER STACKHOUSE 
Last issue I spoke of our membership 
in the so-called "second front" and the 
necessity of an "all-out" effort in this 
part of the war effort as well as in any 
other part of it. As members of the "sec-
ond front," it is our duty to supply the 
men in the armed services with the things 
they need for victory. One of the fore-
most needs, that can be supplied by Regis 
men, is th!lt of spiritual help. In the face 
of grave danger, these men in the services 
are seeking true security and safety, which 
their faith and the gifts of faith can give 
them. They take it for granted that you 
will help them to realize this security and 
safety. Are they right in depending on 
you to do your part? 
I am sure they are. In fact, many of you 
are responding generously. It is still 
true, however, that the response is not 
"all-out;" there is much room for im-
provement. As a means toward bringing 
about this improvement, I suggest the fol-
lowing brief program for the considera-
tion of every student: ' 
1) At least · one extra Holy Communion 
each week offered for the welfare of 
the Rejp.s men in service. 
2) One visit to the chapel each day for 
the same intention. 
No one can say that is asking too 
much. For the boarders such a pro-
gram should be especiall'y easy. A little 
good will is all that. is required-just 
enough g·ood will to make the slight 
sac.rifice of rising a little earlier to get 
to Mass and Holy Communion. And 
everyone can spare two or three min-
utes of his time each day for a visit 
to the chapel. 
steal from a few hundred other columnists, 
this is one of the pictures to put on your 
don't see ·by any means list. 
THE MAJOR AND THE MINOR 
There is, however, one bright star 
on the horizon. This is Ginger Rogers' 
''The Major and the Minor." When a 
girl, broke in New York, tries to get 
home on half-fare by posing as a 
twelve-year-old, passes herself off on a 
near-sighted major, in this case Ray 
Milland, it should be amusing. And 
from all reports, it is. We may be 
prejudiced, however. Ginger Rogers Is 
nearing the top of the list for our . 
favorite comedians. Not that even she 
doesn't cause us tears. Every time we 
think of Astaire and Rogers something 
starts to choke us up. Oh, for those 
good old days! But there may be one 
possible cha.nce of our hopes coming 
true. "Top Hat" is being revived in 
New York, and we're wishing might-
ily that it may make the western 
circuit. 
HOLLYWOOD AND THE WAR 
Only in the field of short subjects is 
Hollywood making progress today. The 
full length war pictures have almost with-
out exception been distinctly mediocre in 
quality. Only such fictional works as "The 
Pied Piper," for example, have taken well 
as to war motion pictures. In shorter 
fields, which are primarily straight news 
stories, however, the motion picture in-
dustry has taken full advantage of their 
opportunities. We wish to mention the 
latest March of Time, "The Free French." 
In this feature, as In all of their produc-
tions, the March of Time keeps up its 
record as one of the finest of cinema ef-
forts. Paramount has started releasing a 
series of shorts under the general title, 
"America Speaks." One of the first of 
these is "Letter From Bataan," which is 
reaching a new height in visual propa-
ganda. 
The music field this week is dom-
inated by a series of albums isued by 
the Keynote company. These have the 
general title of "Fighting Songs of 
Fighting Men." They include songs 
f r o m the international brigade of 
Spain, the army c q o r ~ s of the 
U.S.S.R., and songs of free China. 
The_ songs of free China are done by 
Paul Robeson with a Chinese chorus. 
We haven't yet decided whether it's 
the Chinese who are taking o v e r 
Western harmonics, or the recording 
company is enforcing the m on the 
Chinese. The latest issue consists of 
the fighting songs of Norway. These 
to our amazement, include such things 
as "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God." 
~ ... ~w~ ............... .,,.....,.,., ... .,....,... 
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RECORDS PROVE .JAZZ STILL POPULAR 
:······························ ... ····•································••· + 
= ................................................. = : ............................................................ Many Fine Jazz Records i =-·-·FROWN AND SCOLD .............. j ji FRESHMAN FOIBLES 
!................................................................. = = By SUNDERLAND, WOLSKI Pressed by True Artists 
With the arrival of the Joint-;~:;~;;:~; .. ·;:~~:~::::~ .. ~:~~~ ~ & P. ANTONELLI 
c.ame varied reactions to the student body, all of which were nega- .......................................................... . 
ttve to Callen. Spurned. by the visitors, he had high hopes, last The gas rationing doesn't begin 
time interviewed, of joining Little Orphan Annie's Junior Com- until November, so in the interim THE stanchest lovers of swing+ 
By P. ARTHUR DAVIS 
mando Reserves (qualifications: two ovaltine topps.) Newton failed many students are on the loose seem to have lost interest pressed. Butterfield's contribution 
to jo~ a reserve, but he was willing to talk about a fair peace. making up for what time will be in the current popular out- is "Pushin the Con versa t ion 
Speakmg of peace agreements, Water Malone has J·u~t m·gned one lost. If plans work out, the pre- f th b t d 
.., t 11 pourings. Almost to a man, they Along." One o e es recor ing something like the one that caused the McGregor revolt. But back ro ey car days will be augmented 
i 't by a super hay rack n'de The proclaim that there is little new bands has now disbanded, that of to our v Sl ors. "Beaver" Hansen showed the visitors his prowess - · 
b t . th b k ff th t prairie excursion will be an All- jazz talent, little for a purist to Muggsy •Spanier, but give his Y ea mg e ar o e ree in which Jerry Jacobs was hiding. 
"Prexy" of the student council, John Flanagan, was overheard ask- Frosh affair. The connotation of 
ing if he rated a deferment for his paternal care of the droves of "All" is rather simple-no flip 
boys at St. Vincent's. heads allowed . . · Of the five 
men who attended the War Chest 
dinner, only three benefited what-
like nowadays. This interests me, 
and so in the hopes of looking into 
this perpetual question of the 
superiority and true artistry of 
jazz musicians, I have departed 
"Relaxin At The Tour" a try, as 
it is one of the best ever. For the 
specialist: "Undecided Blues" by 
Count l3asie and his orchestra D D D 
There is a fellow, a very fine fellow, whose name is 
Harry; and it seems that Harry is having a little troub~e 
getting rid of someone who is "Just wild about him." .. (The 
phone number may be had on request, and will some Frosh 
please take the hint?) 
D D D 
Voice from Chern. Lab.: "Well, Mac, I imagine Georgia Tech 
made you feel pretty blue, but don't despair. There are always 
parlor jokes, and the chance you might take ,Leahy's place." 
D D 0 
Red Seaman and Joe Krueger did things up famous last 
weekend; it seems Red doesn't even now talk too right about 
the whole affair. 
0 D 0 
News of the Week-It seems that one of our Regis "men" has 
fallen so low that he is now writing for one of the newspapers of a 
girl's high school. This same gentleman now knows what it means 
to compete against big Joe Brandiger, as others have found out 
already. 
D 0 0 
A Little Story: 
Once upon a time there was a big football player who 
thought that he had everything just as he wanted. All the 
fellows liked him, he got along well with the fa.culty, and 
the gals were mad about him. He was very happy and every-
thing seemed rosy. All he asked of a gal was that her 
mama had a well-stocked larder and that the young lady ' 
herself had good wind. Then came the storm. Somebody 
else dared to ask his "one and only" for a date, and to add 
insult to injury, she a.ccepted. At first, our little friend was 
peeved, then fuming, then he tried to pass it off 116 a joke 
and acted as if be didn't care because he had nothing to 
worry about; but finaly he was just plain baffled. This turn 
of events was new to our little friend. Oh, how he had loved 
to kid and laugh at the other lads who might have a bit 
of trouble with their gal :friend; but when it happened to 
him, he was crushed. He was baffled; he was stymied. What 
to do, what to do? In desperation he decided to give the 
"gay ·nonchalant" act and was quoted as, saying, ·,.If she 
wants a popularity contest, I'll give her one." We gag even 
now when we think how fast that tact fell through. It 
seems that he didn't know any more girls, as the ones he 
used to had either gone away to school or had joined the 
convent. Our heart bleeds for our little companion of yester-
day, as be wanders about the football field mumbling, 
"What's dat guy got dat I ain't got?" Moral: Fame is 
fleeting; or Don't count your eggs before they are hatched; 
or He who laughs last, laughs best. Name upon request in 
room 243. 
D D .o 
Never let it be said that the old Regis spirit dies. Krueger's 
comprehending mind considered her a little old, but then they cov-
ered everything from A to Z. 
D D 0 
Our membership in the Jockey club has been increased 
by four new Frosh: Brahm, Braunreiter, Knuffke and Cornall. 
0 D 0 
THEME . SONGS: 
Battiste-"It All Comes Back to Me Now." 
Krueger-"Margie." (You ' are my inspiration.) 
Kelley-"It Makes No Difference Now." 
Verran-"Our Director." (The marines need leaders.) 
Nursie." Fitzsimmons-''Nursie, 
Joe-"Essay Money." 
Noone-"At Last." 
Davis--"! Came Here to Talk for Jo." 
D 0 D 
Saying of the Week: 
Said Bob: "Third finger, right band." Hansen: ''I love 
to take over for you Scotty, but I have enough girls to worry 
about right now." 
soever from their scouting. "Kit" from my usual perusal of the 
Phelan's reconnoitering taught classics and have been looking 
him to f1'nd one of Bonn1'e Bra'•'s' ~ into this question. I believe that 
side streets in a hurry. Uncer- 1 have been rewarded, as 1 find 
tain, he perfected his knowledge,, that some of the true jazz makes 
last Friday . . . "Danny Boone for some very pleasant listening. 
Aylward set his sights on a raven- In my haunting of the record 
haired Cathedral ·beauty. And not shops, I have discovered that there 
a bad eye at that, Jackson . . 
are jazz enthusiasts who really sit 
The other explorer hasn't returned 
and listen to their records, and ~ db even rea ooks on the subject. McMahon and Brahm were I haven't gone this far, as yet; 
certainly glad when tl1e foot- but those who do, claim that it 
ball trip was over. They have isn't a waste of time. 
heard that much befol'e but 
never in one sitting •.. Zindlcr 
was all for giving up school 
and joining the Marines after 
"Wake Island." Essay was all 
for joining a school of voice 
after "Yankee Doodle Dandy." 
And those two golls in front of 
Stauter wem all for joini11g the 
fire department after "Some-
where 1'11 Find You." By the 
way, · men, take along nothing 
more than a little brother or 
second floor boarder with you 
to this movie. Wonder where 
Clark picked up that line? Wnn· 
der where Lana picked up that 
. . . . ? McCoy, the chin-rapper 
from one of Chicago's suburbs, 
(Sniff-the stockyard!! to be 
exact) is about to join that St. 
Francis' cheel'leader's lisl; nf 
courters. Wh,at a combination 
that \viii be. Doris can't pro-
.nounce her S's, and Mac can't 
write them. 
MIXERS 
If you are one of these enthus-
iasts, or even if you like to mix a 
little jazz along With your daily 
ration of swing, recommended is 
Sidney Bechlet's "Lonesome Blues" 
and "Dear Old Southland" played 
in his own slow, heart-breaking, 
hot jozz tempo; and a drummer's 
paradise, "Paradiddle," 1 a b e 1 e d 
Cab Calloway an<} his orchestra, 
but, actually, an original drum 
solo with slight orchestral support, 
play~d with talented abandon by 
Cozy Cole. · When I mention the 
next, I duck automatically for 
there is no jazz musician who 
is not as followed by a school of 
hecklers as well as admirers as 
Stuff Smith, nevertheless you 
should like his "Crescendo in 
Drums." One that is good for 
nostalgia: Jack Teagarden's "Wol-· 
verine Blues" and "Muddy River 
Blues," and a new shot at tire good 
This is a frosh column for old "Beagle Street Blues." Duke 
freshmen names. Therefore, Han· Ellington reveals more enthusiasm 
sen's (112¥2) name gets into it than usual in his "At a Dixie 
. . . Singer. has to introduce Roadside Dinner," but in "Blue 
Mary Louise, of letter fam·~. to Goose" and "Dusk" he is his big, 
exactly twenty boarders when she sombre, ·powerful sounding self. 
gets througn blacksmith school 
... Vogel tried to sing "Cow MELLOW BOYS 
Cow Boogie" to 116 pounds of If you like jazz with less noise, 
pure Utah. She moo-mooed all over more of the simple spirit of old-
him ... No, rna's, you're wrong, time jazz, watch for recordings 
John Breda does not use pigeon by Wingy Mannone and Erskine 
oil on his hair; it's a chemical Butterfield. Both of these musi-
solution. 
As the day classes are being 
finished, we hear a lone trom-
bone, whose notes seem to en-
chant us, Hugh Zlndler is be-
ginning his daily practice for 
Regis' pep band, and don't for-
get it will play for the first 
cians have small bands, and play 
as · if they enjoyed their work. 
Compare, for instance, Wingy's 
"Rhythm on the River" with the 
numerous other records of the 
same number that have been 
which opens with a fine bit of 
saxophone, joined after a few 
'bars by a delicate muted trumpet 
following through the vocal chorus 
like an inoffensive shadow. 
IVORY MEN 
Now for a few numbers by the 
88-ers. Harry Roy, a Londoner 
who happens to be the son-in-law 
of the wliite Rajah of Sarawak 
revives American r a g t i m e in 
"Piano Madness" and splinkles 
new, fast tunes among old favor 
ites like "Limehouse Blues." De 
cidedly worth hearing. Played hot, 
and not too far from the melody 
is Count Basie's edition of "Some-
body Stole My Gal." Joe Bushkin, 
pianist with the Muggsy Spanier 
band, produces an inpired solo in 
"I Can't Get Started," backed by 
his "Serenade in Thirds." The fine 
combination of Duke Ellington at 
the piano and Jimmy Blanton on 
the string bass makes "Pitter 
Panther Patter" eventful. I can't 
forget old faithful, carefree, gut-
tural Fats Waller. "Fats," prob-
ably the most universally liked of 
all jazz-men, has a 'style that 
touches practically all jazz piano 
schools from boogie woogie to Jess 
Stacey's, yet the real charm of 
"Fats" Waller is his apparent 
simplicity of style and the infecti-
ous jollity of his voice. In "Fats 
Waller E Flat Blues" and "Pan 
Pan" you will find the vocalizing 
is good humored, the piano is good 
tune, and Mr. Waller feeling fine. 
Also two gems are Bob Zurpke's 
"Yanrey· Special" and Me ad e 
"Lux" Lewis on "Honky Tonk 
Train Blues." 
ALBUMS 
I could not possibly cover all 
the excellent jazz recorded lately, 
here; 'but for those who would like 
to look into this field of music 
and get an idea: of some of the 
better jazz-they might keep ,their 
eye open for some · of the jazz 
albums that all the large disc 
manufacturers have issued. Prac-
tically all of these have some 
noteworthy releases in them. 
-, 
Regis game. 
The freshmen have to shine 
shoes for all the upperclassme~ 
as you know, but at the same time 
a certain Floyd Knufke is making 
a little money on the side. 
THE CASCADE LAUNDRY 
Has Alvin O'Rourke joined 
the glee club yet? We were 
just wondering, b e c au s e he 
usually serenades the first floor 
with his haunting voice. 
Something )J.ew has been added 
or we should say something has 
been taken away. Ned Daly has 
had his head shaved and now he 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Where Your Patronage is Appreciated 
"Denver's Most Progressive Laundry" 
Phone MAin 8052 1847-49 Market St. 
We use Soft Water - We call and deliver 
DICK'S RESTAURANT 
4907 LOWELL 
-Since 1925 Regis men feel at home-
Mixed drinks, fine wine, beer, lunches, sandwiches, 
home made chili 
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RANGERS BA TILE C. C. IN 7 ~ 7 DEADLOCK 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ -Second Half Aerial Blitz 
GEORGE ASHEN, Sports Editor 
Thhe Utah State game will go~ . , 
down in Regis' athletic history ed an~ ran the1r way down to the 
along with the st. Mary's of Texas goal lme .. Then, when the brea~s 
game, the two Greeley encounters, were agamst them and the precl-
the old time Creighton thriller ous touchdown slipped through 
and the Loyola series of the long, their fingers, the . Rangers still 
long ago. It was a great exhibit would not be demed. The Utah 
of football . It was more than Aggies never got the kick' away. 
that. It was a demonstration of Denied a touchdown, the Rangers 
tore the safety from their ad-the sheerest courage and most 
dogged determination p o s s i b 1 e 
upon the gridiron. 
Greatly outweighed, far from 
home, facing a Big Seven oppon-
ent which carried more gunpower 
than any club faced by the Rang-
ers since 1929, the Regis boys 
came out for a second half- the 
prospect of which had the spec-
tators a-shudder- and, far from 
clinging desperately to the de-
fensive, mounted an offense that 
had the Utah lads sick and reel-
ing at the final gun. It made one 
think of the schoolboy's hero, 
John Paul Jones, and his im-
mortal, "We have not yet begun 
to fight!" 
versary by sheer grit and determi-
nation. 
That kind of a team will go far. 
It may be whipped, but it will 
win its share. One thing is cer-
tain. The aggregation which steps 
on the same field with this 1942 
Regis College football team, win-
lose or draw, will know that it 
has been someplace before the 
final gun goes off. 
Oratorical Semi-Final 
Set for October 16 
Semi-finals for the annual ora-
torical. contest will be held on 
Friday, October 16, in the Little 
Theater, according to Mr. Robert 
J. O'Sullivan, S.J., instructor in 
English and speech at Regis. The 
contest will begin at 2:00 o'clock 
in the afternoon. 
The men who reached the semi-
MEET THE 
RANGERS 
Bill Newland, that five-foot-ten 
curly-haired lad filling the right-
half b a c k post, starting his 
third year on the Ranger eleven, 
has shown some of the finest foot-
ball displayed in the Regis back-
field as a passer, pass receiver, 
and ball carrier. 
Newland attended Cathedral 
high in Milwaukee where he 
participated in football, base-
ball, receiving major letters in 
each sport. He graduated in 
1940 from a college preparatory 
course. 
Offsets Tiger La.nd Gains 
By JIM SUNDERLAND 
Outplayed for three slow quarters by their opponents, 
the Regis Rangers put on a big-league passing demonstration 
in the final stanza and thereby earned a tie with the Tigers 
from Colorado college in a game played last Saturday at 
Washburn field in Colorado Springs. The score, 7-7, was 
indeed accompanied by the traditional moral victory for the 
Ranger since last year they drop-
ped the contest to the team from 
the Springs, 42-0. 
Men" began showing signs of 
weakening, and Coach MacKenzie 
relieved several of the linemen. 
The rest rejuvenated the boys and 
upon re-entering the fracas they 
settled down to earnest football. 
The opening half saw the play 
dominated almost wholly by the 
C. C. eleven. After an exchange 
of punts at the start of the. fray, 
the Tigers began to move throughl 
the Ranger line, weakened by in- PASS TO FIRST SCORE 
juries. Wickhorst, McGovern and 
Minuth alternated in pushing the 
pigskin deep into Regis territory, 
With three minutes remaining be-
fore the second quarter, Minuth 
plunged over from the two-yard 
stripe to put the black and yellow 
clad outfit in front, '6-0. Moore 
The Tiger push was halted with-
in sight of the Regis goalline; 
the play was all Colorado's, but 
going into the fourth period the 
local rooters seemed a bit un-
easy of the opposition's confi-
dence. Brandiger, whose triple 
threats were in the Tigers' hair 
A junior at Regis, "Willy" has converted. all afternoon, touched off the 
played two years at the halfback c. C. DECEPTIVE spark which commenced the new 
spot and received letters for both Regis spirit by booting the ball 
seasons. This year Bill has gotten Play during the next frame was out on the C. C. one-yard mark. 
off to a good start and looks for- on the dull side with neither side The Tigers punted out, and the 
ward to his best season at Regis. dong very much advancing. The Rangers received their cue. 
When questioned about the Tigers kept the ball well in Rang- Brandiger failed to gain on a 
team Bill stated, "All of the er territory, . but neve r really line plunge. The next play he 
players llave real football abil- threatened. Regis couldn't hit rifled a long pass to Bob Braun-
ity, and Sarge has labored hard their stride whatsoever on the reitter, frosh scooter from Mil-
to bring it out in team work. ground, and refrained from any waukee, in the end zone. The 
Now tllat the team .b,as been sort of aerial offensive. C.C.'s de- play was good for 32 yards. Paul 
(Continued on Page 8) ceptive "T" formation plays split Brockwell entered the fray and 
-··· • n • ~-·""·""',.._,""""'~-~ the Denver line time and again ·booted the tying point mid the 
Reed, S p a u 1 d i n g , 
Schroll, and Sullivan. 
Timmins, and the backs had to come up to roads from the khaki-sprinkled 
Each contestant's speech will be 
limited to four minutes, with two 
additional minutes for answering 
questions put to the speaker by 
the audience. 
make the tackles. In this depart-
ment especially did George Lang-
don, freshman back filling in for 
injured Paul Brockwell, show up 
well. 
Regis cheering section. 
SECOND THREAT 
Regis had eleven John Paul 
Jones on the field at all times. 
The Rangers would not quit. Driv-
ing with everything they had, the 
men in brown and gold smashed 
and passed their way 84 yards 
through the mightiest team which 
Dick Romney has fielded in his 
24 years at Logan-passed, buck-
finals and who will compete in Francis Morriss, who will act as 
Friday's contest are: Albl, An- chairman of the finals this year, 
drew; P. Antonelli, Bell, Brown, won the contest last year as a 
J. Hencmann, R. Hansen. Piccone, sophomore. 
Both squads displayed determin-
ation with their solid blocking and 
tackling after the hilf-time rest, 
but it was C.C. who again started 
moving goalward. The Regis "Iron 
The score was tied up and there 
were less than six minutes to pla:y 
when the Rangers again took pos-
session of the ball. Brandiger 
fired a pass to Don Vogel for 24 
yards. Two more eaerials to Lang-
( Continued on Page 8) 
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Vaunted Aggie Eleven 
Downs Rangers 27-2 
Rumor Frappe 
By JOHN FLANAGAN 
Have you ever thought how true it is when we speak of the 
United States being a sports-minded country? We take for granted 
the fact, but it might be interesting to look around a little. 
Since football is the bright star in the galaxy right now, 
let's start there. In Denver alone we have seven parochial 
high schools and five city highs, along with some fiftY junior 
teams playing organized football. Branching out into the 
state many more can be added on a high school and junior 
level. Then consider that about fifteen or twenty colleges 
compete in this department in Colorado. This is over and 
above the open lot teams which play a whale of a lot of 
football. 
Next major sport on the calendar is basketball. Here hosts of 
independent A. A. U. teams hold forth. The number of high schools 
and· of junior teams increased greatly in comparison to football, as 
likewise do college clubs. This game holds attendance records of 
many millions each season, and is increasing in popularity: 
Turn to baseball, and right here we had better take our 
medicine. All apologies to the St. Louis Cards for all the 
"mean" things we said about them. They had a great bali 
club, as beating the Yankees the way they did well proves. 
In a game which merits the name of national pastime, in-
numerable boys spend their springs and summers. This sport 
is part of America itself. 
The three athletic fields thus far considered were viewed from 
the standpoint of student life in particular. Others worthy of mention 
in this class are track and field, tennis, golf, archery, tumbling, 
fencing, badminton, volley ball, soccer, speedball, wrestling, boxing, 
swimming, diving, skating, skiing, hockey and softball. Multiply 
these by the thousands of schools and your brain whirs with the 
breath-taking fact. • 
H we move on to another class of athletic participation 
we see another Ja.rge group of indulgers in the professionals. 
The scope of their endeavor touches football, basketball, 
baseball, tennis, golf, wrestling, boxing, hocl•ey and coaching. 
Still another class would be the "gentlemen's" sports. These 
might list among others such things as golf, tennis, swimming, 
riding, mountain climbing, hiking, hunting, fishing, fly casting, trap 
shooting, fencing, badminton, croquet, weight lifting, checkers, chess 
and "just, plain rolling out in the morning for the old daily dozen." 
Another sport which seems somewhat difficult to classify 
Is racing. Here American tradition and color are plentiful 
in such events as the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness, the 
Belmont stakes, and not least of which is the current duel 
between Alsab and Whirlaway. This Is a trying sport, where 
competition is so keen that the price of a slight mistake 
might spell death to the participant. 
In the realm of racing falls auto racing and motorcycle racing, 
oo. Such classics as the Indianapolis Memorial Day event add zest 
to this branch of sports. 
Where does It all lead? Do we Americans simply seek 
ways of wasting our time?· Hardly. America is one great 
stadium of athletic , competition· because Americans like to 
compete. Yes, and the harder the competition the more 
seems to be the popularity that it enjoys. 
By the way, speaking of competition, this Boulder Navy team 
which meets the Ranger Sunday will be quite capable of taking 
care of itself. But so will the Ranger. The addition of this game 
looks like a really smart move by the athletic department. Orch.ids 
are in order. 
Just a note about Utah State. The Ranger team was 
beaten, It's true. But may we direct your attention to the 
"never quit fighting" tags that have been attached to the 
Ranger by local sports writers and even by some of the 
opposing coaches. Congratulations, team! Win or lose, thls 
Is the kind of team we who tal•e our football from the stands 
really want. H you win, that's tops. If you don't, let them 
know they've been in a ball game! We're all perfectly happy 
with it that way. 
JABBER: Say, George; where is ping pong this year? Surely 
we aren't going to let one of Regis' more strenuous sports fall by 
the way this year It looks like another big year for a Regis 
man at St. Clara's Orphanage this football season. Sam Jarvis 
appears to be ready to take over where undefeated Ted Simms left 
off Say, Freshmen, you know one good way to get acquainted 
around the campus is intramurals. The Frosh have always been 
leading contenders here. Why this year's lack of interest? 
It might be a little late but it's still well mel:).nt. Good luck to you, 
Dutch" Clark, in .your second year at Holy Trinity, Trinidad 
That's all for this time except for one last remark: Keep fi&"hting, 
Ranger, we're all for YOU. 
INTRAMURAL 
·ACTIVITIES • 
By GEORGE ASHEN 
In tram urals. 
word seems 
far fetched. 
This year t h a t 
rather vague and 
This year there 
seems to be no such thing on 
the Regis Campus. The flowering 
program seven years gone by is 
but a has-been. All classes alike 
are sitting on their haunches and 
awaiting the first move from the 
other. 
Unrelenting grumbling an d 
groaning is heard from all 
sources. When is that intra-
mural program to begin? Where 
in the heck is the football and 
volleyball tournament? We de-
mand some sort of intramurals. 
These are their battle cries-
but cries they are and cries 
they will remain for the 1942 
Regis student is filled with a 
strange spirit of what? Of 
what we have never seen be-
fore. A spirit of cooperation, 
no; rather the opposite; a spirit 
of individualism which causes 
them to hold apa.rt from every-
one. 
Rangers Fail to Score 
After 84-Yard March 
By JIM SUNDERLAND 
An experienced and strong·ly-manned Utah State team 
e;xpecte~ to swamp the Regis Ranger aggregation in Regis' 
f1rst gnd tussel, but left the field in a decidedly bewildered 
condition. Giving the powerful Farmer eleven 20 points in 
the first half, Coach MacKenzie's charges came back to throw 
a real scare in the second half. The final score read 27-2 but 
tells nothing of the brilliant block-+-- ' 
ing by the stalwarts of the line, and carried 80 yards to the Ag-
nor of the splendid running and gies' 1, where the ball was 10 st 
passing of the backfield. on downs. 
Exceptional punting by the Ag-
gies added to Regis fumbles kept 
the Rangers on the short end of 
the play during the entire first 
half. The fumbles led directly or 
indirectly to the three Utah 
scores. 
Ralph Gutke, Aggie halfback, 
made a spectacular run from mid-
field to the Ranger 19. On the 
next play Ross Moriss reversed 
over tackle and sprinted to pay-
dirt. Sorenson's try for point was 
low. 
PENALTY SETS UP SCORE 
Aggie backs crashed touchdown 
territory two more times and 
PASSING ATTACK CLICKS 
Langdon, in at fullback, went 
from the 19 to the 27 -yard line. 
Brandiger sliced through his own 
tackle up to the 34, and on the 
next play Brandiger s k i p p e d 
around end to the 41. A g a i n 
Brandiger took the ball and, fad-
ing back, tossed the ball to Lang-
don who was downed on the Ag-
gies 40. DeCanio hulled his way 
through center for a first down 
on the 37. Newland, Ranger right 
half, passed to Melphy, freshman 
end, who lateraled to DeCanio for 
a gain to the Utah 14. 
FORCED EXERCISES scored a safety in the remaining 
Brandiger drove over tackle for 
8 yards, and again D e C a n i o 
stormed through for a first down 
on the 3. On the next play the 
Rangers were thrown back to the 
9. A fourth d o w n pass from 
Brockwell to DeCanio was stop-
ped on the 1, where DeCanio was 
forced out of bounds. 
Last year besides the intra- period of the half. 
murals program we had a forced In the third period the Mac-
program of physical e x e r c i s e Kenziemen looked like a different 
which demanded daily attendartce team. The jitters were gone and 
of all students. They grumbled an example of the real power that 
and groaned and said intramurals the Ranger posses made itself felt 
are enough. Was it? Perhaps last .on the Aggie line. A penalty for 
year, but this season the prospec- clipping and an intercepted pass 
tive has changed. set the Mormon Farmers for their 
final score. Mel Wood carried it I don't believe that any of us 
want to take forced exercise, over and Sorenson's try was good 
but something will have to be to bring the score to 27-0. 
done. Let's get this intramural In the fourth period the Rang-
program started. Let's make ers put on the most sensational 
up for lost time. Hustle and drive of the entire game. It 
get into the swing of things. started on the Rangers' own 19 
The Aggies . attempted to kick 
out of danger, but Ed DeStefano, 
star guard, crashed the line to 
block the punt and score a sofety. 
Outstanding for the Rangers 
were Brandiger and DeCanio in 
the backfield and in the line Call 
en, center, and Castor, tackle, 
both stalwarts of last year, who 
opened holes play after play. 
Freshmen, sophomores, juniors, 
and se.Uors. This is your re-
sponsibility-let's get it under 
way. 
they just had too much determi- out of seven · years. Cincinnat 
nation, youth and speed. beat Detroit in the 1940 World 
B and G Staff Member 
Gives Late Summary 
On Cardinal Victory 
By ED GARLAND 
The y o u n g , triumphant, St. 
Louis Cardinals who were victori-
ous over the popular and favored 
N. Y. Yanks are a proud bunch 
of young fellows. With their man-
ager Billy S o u t h w o r t h behind 
them, they dropped their first 
game which was a game which 
might have given them the loss 
of confidence the rest of the 
series. But did it? No. They are 
a bunch of hustlers who deserve 
a lot of credit, and are getting it; 
OUTSTANDING STARS 
Among the outstanding stars 
were first of all the pitchen 
who were up against some real 
sluggers. Johnny Beasley won 
two, and Ernie White pitched 
the ouly shutout in the series, 
thanks to Enos Slaughter and 
Terry Moore who pulled him out 
of some tough spots. Mort 
Cooper was the tough luck 
pltcf!er of the Cards and Max 
Lanier lool•ed good for the 
short time he was in. 
The Yanks, the heart-broken 
team of '42, was the hitting club 
but due to the Cards' strong pitch-
ing and outstanding outfielders, 
Enos Slaughter, Terry Moore and 
Whitey Crowowsky, the . Yanks 
just couldn't make the grade. The 
Yanks have taken the series six 
Series. 
f 
I 
Joe Gordon was the 
goat of the Series with 
the worst batting aver-
~ age in the Series of 
.095. Joe Di Maggio, 
the best hitter on the 
Yanks' team, made a 
good showhg. Ch3rlie 
c-£eller, the Yani(S' great 
t.;~ t f:elder, was the homerun 
sensatio:n, pounding 2 home-
runs besides hitting in the 
pinches. Ruffing h a. d the 
breaks against him this y<>ar 
but pitched good ball. 
Surprising was the absence of 
"Lefty" Gomez, another Yankee 
great who has been doing relief 
duty this past season. G<Jmez has 
never lost a World Series game 
despite the fact of age and an ail-
ing arm. 
SPORT STAFF SELECTIONS FOR COMING WEEK 
GAME Flanagan Gannon Garland McCoy Morozumi Rowe Sunderland Ashen 
Regis 
Greeley St. Regis Regis Regis Regis Regis Regis Regis Regis 
Michigan 
Northwestern Michigan Michigan N'western Michigan N 'western Michigan N'western N'western 
Notre Dame 
Iowa Preflight Notre' Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame Iowa Pref't Iowa Pref't Notre Dame Iowa Pref't 
Navy 
Georgia Tech Navy Georgia T. Navy Navy Georgia T. Navy Georgia T . Georgia T . 
Tennessee 
Alabama Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Alabama Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee 
Minnesota 
Michigan Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Michigan Minnesota Michigan Minnesota Minnesota 
St. M'y's Pref'll 
Iowa Preflight Ia. Prefl't Ia. Prefl't Ia. Prefl't Ia. Prefl't Ia. Prefl't Ia. Prefi't Ia. Prefl"t Ia. Prefl't 
Rice 
Texas 
u. s. c. 
Stanford 
Santa Clara 
Texas 
Stanford 
Texas Texas Texas 
Stanford Stanford u.s.c. 
Texas Texas Rice Texas 
u.s. c. u.s. c. Stanford u.s. c. 
oregon State Santa Clara Ore. State Santa Clara Santa Clara Santa Clara Ore. State Ore. State Santa Clara 
I . 
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MEET RANGERS-
(Continued from Page 6) 
through its first _ games it 
should complete the season with 
the best record yet." 
THE BROWN AND GOLD Octobet H, 1942 
a certified public accountant. CAPITAL TO CAMPUS.. FOIBLES- C. C. GAME-
He is vice-president of Delta (Continued from Page 3) (Continued from Page 5) < Continued from Page 6) 
Sigma fraternity. cation should never be left to has joined the ranks of the cue- don and Newland ate up 34 yards. 
Concerning the team Newton economic chance, or mischance. In ball club. 
Newland was slated to attend 
remarked, "I believe that Sarge's wartime it cannot 'be. All Regis men gather around 
t f h . . t t d. An official here points out that Singer, anxiously awaiting to sys em o coac mg 1s ou s an mg 
This time Newland fired a sizzling 
bullet pass to Brandiger in the 
Marquette university, but at the "if need can be shown, supple- hear from Mary Lou. because it stresses unity and last moment decided that he would mental funds may be forthcom- Tex Loomis has been leading 
end zone, but being off balance, 
the Regis back couldn't hold the 
come to Regis with hi shigh school drive." Continuing he stated, "I ing." It is Congress, of course, double time with a certain bru-
mates Phil Callen and Doug think that the Rangers are de- that must be "shown." The ques- nette, belonging to Essay. Her 
Shouldice, last year's fullback who veloping into the outstanding team tion is do congressmen recognize name is withheld. 
pigskin. This was the Ranger's 
final threat. The Tigers moved 
down the field, but the gun popped is now in the army. Bill also in this area and within the next "need" when it scratches their Finally C.W.C. has found real 
_ Bill Newland 
mentioned that he enjoyed the 
Western hospitality and' the great 
friendships that he has made. 
Bill's favorite sport next to 
football is shooting. He is a 
member of the Milwaukee hunt 
club where he has the reputa-
tion of an expert marksman. 
Little need be said of Bill's 
broken field running. This ability 
he contributes to the sound coach-
ing of -Regis' always remembered 
great "Pop" McGee. 
Frank Newton, the boy with 
the haircut, is another hold-over 
from last year's great team. 
Fran:k, who is starting his junior 
year at Regis, is slated as a 
first class end, but agaiJ,tst Utah 
State he played most of the 
game at tackle. 
The Trinidad "Tornado" weighs 
190 pounds and stands five-eleven. 
In high school Frank played foot-
ball, basketball, and copped the 
heavyweight boxing championship 
in intramural competition. As a 
junior he played on the state 
Frank Newton 
championship basketball team and 
made the trip to Chicago for the 
national tournament. As a senior 
he was rated all-state forward. 
When he graduated he received 
the scholastic award and honor 
medal which was based on scholas-
tic and athletic ability. 
Frank is majoring in account-
ing and is working for a n.s. 
degree. He intends to become 
BOWL AT 
COLFAX LANES 
12 mtra Modem 
Bowling Lanes 
Fred Gushurst MA. 9844 
eyeballs? h before their drive became a men-few years will be playing nothing · onest to goodness men. Phil 
but class A cempetition." JOBS Antonelli has conscripted tel-
Frank claims that his great- lows for their dance this Satur-About all you have to do now 
est thrill was scoring the first if you can use a federal job is day. 
touchdo.wn against t~e unscored Since the military board has 
ask for it. Since the outbreak of 
upon St. Mary's of Texas squad come to Regis, a few of the first 
war in September, 1939, the num- h in the highlight of the 1942 floor boarders have c osen sides. 
ber of persons on .the government Schroll, Cook, and Daly for the 
season. payroll has considerably more than Marines, have been trying des-His hobbies are sports, dancing, 
doubled. perately to gain a foothold sur-and shows. For dancing he pre-
fers smooth and sweet music by Right now, for example, there . rounding room 139. The Navy has 
such bands as Kay Kyser and are openings for technical assist- successfully beat'n them back. 
Blue Baron. His favorite screen ants in engineering, metallurgy or Father Donnelly has taken sides-
stars are Gary Cooper and Myrna physics for applicants who have poor SchrolL 
Loy. He enjoys such pictures as completed one, two or thr.ee years Last Saturday Mike Quinn 
",Sergeant York" and "The Plains- of college. The pay ranges from took an off-campus leave. To 
men." $1,440 to $1,800 a year. show his little brother around 
RADIO-
(Continued from Page 3) 
4. Note the source of the news 
. . . A report of an official United 
States army communique, read 
verbatim, is quite different from 
a report from "usually reliable" 
Dietitians are being sought for 
jobs paying $1,800 annually. Re-
quirements have been loosened. 
If, by odd chance, you want to 
come to Washington you can start 
work as a junior clerk the third 
day aft~r you arrive. You need 
one day to put in your applica-
tion and another to take a routine 
sources." test. The pay is $1,440 a year. 
5. Don't report radio war news Because vacancies must be filled 
as facts · · · ~ecause an account promptly the current call is limit-
of some event lS heard on a news- ed to persons in or near Wash-
cast does not necessarily make it -. t 
. mg on. 
a fact. Even though the onginal 
the city-but we were just won-
dering what her name was. Why 
so red Milie? 
OK, Louie, you can stop shout-
ing about those Cards now that 
the series are over. 
Jerrie Wolski has had a 
bright smile on his pan for the 
past several days. The experts 
say that it is love. 
·Stud Raney and Phil Antonelli 
have found a friend in Jim Clif-
ford; not only that, but he has 
a . car too. 
Beware Girls Clark Gable 
Liston has begun to raise a 
moustache. 
ace. 
Colorado college's top perform-
ers were Wickhorst, McGovern 
and Storey. For the Rangers top 
honors must be given to Brandi-
ger. His offensive and defensive 
play left little to be desired. Lang-
don, Callen, Castor and DeStefano 
draw some share in the praise for 
their consistent performances. 
REGIS DOMINATES 
IRC CONFERENCE 
Regis College sent an almost 
unheralded group of representa-
tives to the annual Rocky Moun-
tain International Relations Club 
Conference at Denver university 
October 9 and 10, according to 
Father Wintergalen. He said 
there were no stands full of 
cheering fans, and no scoreboard 
to announce a Regis victory; but 
a victoz1" was nevertheless scored 
for Regis. 
The Regis team took the lead 
and led discussion against a bar-
rage of mixed views, including 
that of "mild socialism." The 
other nine colleges and universi-
ties showed a much finer feeling 
toward South America than the 
listener heard the account per-
fectly, when it is reported to suc-
ceeding individuals, it becomes 
colored by the interpretations of 
You can get information and 
blanks concerning any of the jobs 
mentioned at a first or second 
class postoffice. Or you may write 
the Civil Service Commission here 
in Washington, 801 E. Street, N. 
w. 
Zorro Blubaugh is back into team might have · expected, he 
the various recounters. 
6. Regard opinion and conjecc 
ture as such ... This caution is 
especially applicable to news com- EDUCATION ELSEWHERE 
menters who frequently express 
their opinions relative to the fu-
ture progress of the war. 
LOAN PLAN-
<continued from Page 3) 
dent must attend a degree-grant-
ing institution which is approved 
by the Office of Education as hav-
ing an accelerated program and 
he must be within two years of 
completing his e<;lucation in one 
of the specified courses. He must 
maintain a satisfactory standard 
of scholarship, agree to accept 
employment in the war effort if 
offered him and be in need of 
assistance. 
If these qualifications are met, 
loans will be made to the student 
in an amount equal to his fees 
and tuition plus $25 a month and 
will not exceed $500 to any one 
student in a 12-month period. 
Loans are legalized by notes made 
payable to the Treasurer of the 
United States arid carry an inter-
est of 272 percent a year. Notes 
are cancelled if a student is draft-
ed before completing his course 
or if he suffers total and perma-
nent disability or in case of death. 
LONGERO 
BOILER & SHEET IRON 
WORKS 
KE. 7908 
8410 Brighton Blvd. 
The Hupeh Provincial govern-
ment in Free China will open a 
polytechnic institute next spring, 
in line with Chungking's policy of 
promoting technical education dur-
ing the war. Later a medical · col-
lege will be opened in the same 
province. 
The Japanese are operating sev-
en British and American church 
and mission schools in Tietsin, ac-
cording to the Japanese. 
The pet project of all German 
schools this year will be the 
"heroic events in the East . . . 
where there is a wealth of inspira-
tion for creative work," according 
to a N~tzi mouthful. 
LISTEN 
to the only Catholic daily pro-
gram on the air 
THE 
SACRED HEART HOUR 
Broadcast daily 
6:45a.m. by KMYR 
DENVER'S OWN STATION 
SWIGERT BROS., . 
Optometrists 
Devoted Exclusively to the Examining of Eyes and Fitting of 
Glasses. 
1550 CALIFORNIA ST. KE. 7651 
solitary confinement. said. 
"Coca-Cola is the answer to thirst 
that adds refreshment. Your own 
experience tells you just what to 
expect. Ice-cold Coke has the hap-
py knack of making thirst a minor 
matter ... refreshment your fore-
most feeling. 
"And your own experience will 
prove this fact: The only thing like 
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself." 
BOTTLED UNDER AU.THORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
DENVER COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
